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ACUS: reach out for less

Cable access investigated

by Kathy Oshel
staff reporter

by Jennifer Stark
News editor

T

here are three thiiigs in life that
are certain: death, taxes and the
collegiate phone bill. For many
college students, their long-distance
calling card numbers are committed to
memory. AT&T realized this fact and
has therefore created a phone service
which makes it easier to reach out and
touch someone.
ACUS, AT&T College and University
Service, is the new long-distance calling
program that was put into effect this
spring. This campus service provides
many advantages for college students the most significant advantage being the
great difference in rates between the
ACUS system and other long-distance
programs. "The typical call made on the
ACUS plan is cheaper than regular
AT&T and Sprint, and up to 95 percent
of the time, students save money;' said
Jim Magrish, Computer Center facilities
manager. Another advantage is that
ACUS users can ·receive discount rates
beginning at 10 p.m. instead of the
normal 11 p.m.
The ACUS service is provided by
Xavier University only for those who
have an ACUS account, and the system
can be used only on calls going out
from the university phone system.
Anyone affiliated with the university
who makes long-distance calls from the

campus is eligible· for the ACUS
program. According to Richard Wash,
Computer Center director, "A lot of
universities use the telephone system to
make money but our interests are to
cover our costs, break even and help
students save money:'
According to Wash, the considerable
amount of money saved by using· this
system over other systems is achieved
by a combined effort of all who use the
system at Xavier. He said the program
is structured so that the more calls the
university makes, the more money the
university saves. The base amount of
hours for the entire campus system is
450, an amount that the administration
alone achieves. After the base hours are
used, the program becomes more cost
effective.
Each ACUS account has a maximum
limit of $75 per billing period. If the
account shows more than this amount,
the account's access code is shut off and
the account will become inactive as a
precaution to the possibility of a stolen
access number. In the event an account
holder expects to charge more than $75
in a given billing period, an advance
payment can be made.
There are only 35 other universities
currently using this new AT&T service.
Because of its rarity, Magrish referred to
the ACUS system as "the best kept
secret on campus:'

Funding a college education

Financial Aid offers options
by Jennifer Stark
News editor ;
For many, the anxiety did not hit
early. To a freshman in high school,
paying for a college education was not
that important. But during junior and
senior years, the battery of tests, applications, and financial aid forms (FAF's)
brutally drove home the fact that four
or more years of higher education weren't going to pay for themselves.
Xavier University's Financial Aid Department is ready to handle that collegiate cost anxiety. According to Financial Aid Director James Kelly, a variety
of aid options can help any student
tackle the prospect of a $40,000-plus
university bill. Academic scholarships,
such as the St. Francis Xavier, Trustee,
Presidential, Honor, Departmental and
National Merit Scholarships currently
aid more than 500 Xavier students totaling approximately $1.85 million.
More than one thousand students receive Xavier, Pell and Supplemental
grants. Xavier's athletic grants total
more than $350,000, and loans such as
the Perkins and Stafford loans provide
other alternatives for payment.
Not all take advantage of these plans,
however. 'We haven't done a final study
of this current year;' explained Kelly,
''but last year we saw about 13 percent
. of full-time undergraduates pay tuition
without financial aid, and 15 oerce.nt ·
pay everything except for the Student
Choice Grant [$502 for 1988-89):'
Other possibilities include· a 10-morith

. .l>aY,ffie~t ;P,l~~ _a ~c;>larship_ P!o~a'!',

. .·.

for Ohio war orphans (students whose
parents served during wartime for at
least 90 days) and the Ohio Instructional Grant. The list goes on, but according to Kelly, many students do not
know how to get the aid they need.
"The most important step is to file
the FAF each year as early as possible;'
he said. "After it is returned to us, we
can assess the need for each student."
Another way students can earn extra
money is university employment. According to Career Planning and Placement's (CP&P) Director of Work Study
Lynn Carfagno, "About 350-400 students are employed on campus, and 90
percent of those jobs pay minimum
wage:' Students applying for positions
through university employment must be
approved through the Financial Aid Department. According to her figures, 625
students are eligible to apply.
The reason more students are not
working on ca~pus is because of '1ack
of interest;' said Carfagno. "Right now,
there are 25 positions open in food .
services and 10 jobs around campus:' At
a recent on-campus employment fair,
only 20 eligible stuaents approached employers for work. To combat this, Carfagno said CP&P is planning to implement changes to make the system less
complicated and more equitable for students.
. And as the costs of higher education
continue to increase,· students and their
parents will try to find inventive ways
to pay. For many, however, another
anxiety lies ahead: .post-graduate student
loan i:iayments.
·

If all ·goes as planned, Husman
and Kuhlman halls might be wired
for ·cable TV access by next September.
According to Richard Wash, director of the Computer Center, .the possibility of wiring the halls is part of .
the center's plan to upgrade the video
aspect of telecommunications on Xavier's campus. Brockman Hall is scheduled to be wired as well, and Xavier
Village will definitely be cable-ready
by fall.
'.We_ are .a_ctively looking at differ-

ent cable comparues;' said Wash,
"and some of the preliminary discussions have taken place [about the
project]:' Wash has begun negotiations with Warner Amex Cable Systems, Cincinnati's only cable company, but stresses "this is the very
beginning of long-term estimates" to
equip the campus with cable.
According to Vice President for
Student Development Dr. Arthur
Shriberg, if cable is installed by next
fall, students will not have to pay yet. 'The fees for the 1989-90 academic year have already been set and
won't be changed;' hP said.

Fleming to visit campus
by Brian Sullivan
News editor
Dr. Jacqueline Fleming, author of

Blacks in College and professor of
undergraduate courses on the psychology of racism and human motivation at Barnard College, will be
visiting Xavier Feb. 19 - 21. Fleming
will meet with several campus groups
and will offer presentations· to the
campus comrrumity.
Fleiriirig's. visit, sponsored by the
offices of Student Development and
Academic Affairs, is scheduled in
conjunction with the campus celebration of National Black History
Month. "[Academic vice president)
Dr. Joan Connell and I decided this
summer that we wanted to. bring her
!Fleming] in. She's a fabulous

Dr. Jacqueline Fleming
speaker;' said Dr. Arthur Shriberg,
vice president for Student Develop- .
ment. ''Dr. Fleming is increClibly busy
during Black History Month. We
were very lucky to get her;' he said.

Ex-Bengal to address marketers
by Brian Sullivan
News editor

Ken Anderson

Retired Cincinnati Bengals Quarterback Ken Anderson will be on campus tomorrow to speak about the
rapidly expanding field of Sports
Marketing. The presentation, sponsored by the Marketing Club, will be
in the Terrace Room at 8:30 p.m.
Anderson, five-time Pro Bowl
player and holder of the NFL alltime
pass completions percentage record,
will address students interested in the
utilization of sporting events and
sports figures as promotional tools.

Yearbook slated for 1990
by Kimberly Grote
editor in chief .
The Musketeer Annual, Xavier's
yearbook, will not be a published reality for the current academic year,
according to Dave Coleman, director
of Student
. Activities.
Student Activities, and Josten's rep- resentative Doug Vice, were considering reinstating the yearbook this semester but decided late last week
against the venture, for now. The
yearbook will however be resurrected
in time for production for the 1989-

90 acadenuc year.
.
Coleman said a proposal and timeline Vice· submitted made it evident
that "a yearbook wasn't a realistic
option for this semester:' But he is
encouraged about next year's yearbook production. Vice will still come
. on campus to recruit next year's staff ·
and oversee operation and Jostens
will also underwrite the entire production, at no cost to the university
and no risk to customers. Interviews
for students interested in working on
the yearbook will be conducted this
spring.
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Recruitment effort offers MORE
by John Belle
staff. reporter
Anyone ~ntly attending
Xavier remembers his/her first
.visit to the campus. Choosing a
college is an involved process,
and Xavier may have been only
one stop on a long list. This is
someth4tg the members of
MORE, Muskies Own Recruitment Effort, realize and is the
reason they feel it is so iinportant to put Xavier's best foot
forward to perspective students.
Formerly known as the Student Admissions Assistants Pro-

rent tour guides there is hardly
a time during the day that a .
guide cannot be found to give a
tour. 'We try to give as personalized a tour as possible;' said
Ambassador Julie Ebbeler.
"Some colleges give tours at a
certain time of day, and if you
can't be there then you're out
of luck:'
Jeanine Petrone, sophomore,
feels that she gets a lot out of
being an ambassador, even
without getting paid. '1t feels
good because you want to
make people feel as welcome as
you did when you came in;'
she said.

gram, ·MORE is made up of
current students working with
the university Admissions staff
in Buschmann Hall. The activities of MORE are organized by
the Board of Ambassadors, the
1986 brainchild of Theresa
McCauley and Julie Ebbeler, the
current co-directors of the program.
The most visible tasks the
ambassadors perform are the
campus tours. Unlike other universities, Xavier tour guides are
not paid, a fact that seems to
surprise and impress many
campus visitors. With 79 cur-

Inside eXclusive

Students and alumni join forces
by Kent George
Di.versions editor
In an attempt to reach its
overall goal of $658,000, the
Development Office is looking
to thr people who will benefit
the most from the money for
assistance with the current portion of the campaign, the
Alumni Campus Telethon.
Judie List, assistant director
of the annual fund, issued an
invitation to all student organizations to participate in the first
Alumni Fund-XU Club Challenge, Feb. 26 - March 1.
The idea, according to List,
is to have representatives from
interested organizations sign up

to phone alumni and ask for a
donation. The organization wit):l
the highest average of calls per
person, not the highest amount
of money, will be o-owned XU
Club Challenge champion.
'We'd really like to get the
students involved with what
we're doing;' said List. "It
would be great if they could be
a part of the process:' ..
The telethon portion of the
fundraiser, which began Jan. 30,
usually consists of alumni and
staff volunteers. Although some
students have participated in the
past, there is not normally a
concentrated effort to recruit
student organizations on a scale
such as this.

he Musketeer

Most of the money raised
during this and other programs
goes directly to the students. Financial aid, educational resources and student services,
such as intramural sports and
other co-curricular activities,
will reap the most benefit from
successful fundraising efforts.
Since the 1983-84 fiscal year
total Alumni Fund contributions
have increased from $342, 979 in
'83 to $598,000 last year. Expectations for this year's telethon
portion are high, nearly
$72,000, but given the accomplishments over the past five
years, List is confident they can
achieve their goal.

nn.

STUDENT
EMPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE!
Sundays-Saturdays
Interested?
Contact Mary Dodd in The Xavier
Dining Services Office at 745-3717.

L-----"e

DOWNUNDE

THE XAVIER VILLAGE
Do you qualify?
Yes

No
I will be a full-time student in the 1989-90 academic year?
I will be a junior, senior, or graduate student by Fall 1989.
I have a minimum cumulative average of 2.0.
I am in good conduct standing with the University. ( I am not
currently. on disciplinary probation.)

If you answered YES to ill! of the above questions, you
qualify to apply for housing in The Xavier Village.
Pick up your application from February 20-24 in the
Office of Residence Life.
The application deadline is
February 27.

John Kucia
compiled by Shannon Fries
staff reporter
Name: John Kucia
Age: 42
Birthplace: Cincinnati, Ohio
Occupation: Assistant to the President, Xavier University
Education: bachelor's degree in Political Science, Xavier University; master's in education, Xavier University
Family: wife, Mary, and five children: Chris, John, Peter,
Emily, Ellen
Hobbies: running, cooking, picture framing
Nickname: "Koosh"
:, First Job: teaching 7th-grade, language arts, St. John's in Deer
Park
Worst Job: early morning delivery boy for The Cincinnati
Enquirer; cabbage cutter in a fast-food restaurant
If I couldn't do what I'm doing now, I'd like to: be a socialpsychologist or an attorney
If I could live in any time or era, I'd choose: the here and
now
Life has taught me: to listen, to respect, to find the humor
in most situations and to differentiate between self-worth and
self~importance

Favorite TV show: 'The Wonder Years" and "Cheers"
Favorite Movie: Annie Hall, One Rew Over the Cuckoo's
Nest, and Being There .
Most important trait in a person: honesty and integrity because without those you aren't worth much to yourself or to
others
I'm a sucker for: books about organizational behavior, leadership, and general systems
Best thing about Xavier: the people: people make a party
and for me, Xavier is a blast
Worst thing about Xavier: the lack of resources but that is
improving with every day
When I'm angry, I: usually find a way to express it
Worst habit: I don't know exactly what it is, but junk food
·
is usually involved
If I had to do it over, I'd: make a few better decisions along
the way but basically I'd change nothing about where.I am
today
In high school, people thought that I: would grow up and
make a lot of money - fooled them didn't I
If I were going to a desert island, I would take with me: my
running shoes and a telephone, and a few close friends
If I could have dillller with anyone in history, it would be: a
dinner party with Ben Franklin, Julia Childs, Peter Sellers,
Kurt Vonnegut, Woody Allen, Dr. Tom Hayes - although all
are not currently epic figures, it's only a matter of time
People would be surprised to know that I: am an introvert
in remission
My father always told me: to do what your mother tells you
My mother always told me: to listen to your father
Perfect evening: cooking dinner at home, with family and
friends - Big Chill style
Perfect vacation: the location or amount of time is not as
important as long as it blends time with my family, time
with my wife, and time alone
If I were an automobile, I'd be: a Volvo with a sunroof
I'd like my epitaph to read: His life and career more resembled the painting of a picture than the building of a sky- -scraper•. -·. "- , .. , . .. . · · · · · · '
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Malltalk a column devoted to student and staff opinion
Does SAC plan the type of events you want to see?
compiled by Ann Heile and:· Laura Chapnick

"No, they really don't plan
anything I like. They did at
one time, but not anymore. I
want to see more bands
come in - good bands:'
-Dave Jackman
senior, natural science

"I think they plan events for
all people with a variety of
interests. I am especially
looking forward to the Livingston Taylor concert coming up on April 6:'

-Mandy Basel
freshman, international affairs

"On the whole, I'm pretty
satisfied. I tend to lean more
toward musical events, such
as classical music, and I
would like to see more comedians come in:'
-Craig Boyd
junior, political science

"Yes, I like the Wednesday
Jump Starts a lot and the
comedy series ,has been really good this year:'
-Mike Bradford
senior, econorriics

"Yes, they plan great things.
I especially like the SAC cin-

emas:'
-Janet Shirley
junior, english

INTERESTED IN HEADLINING WITH THE NEWSWIR,E?
Thday is the last day to submit editorial staff applications, available at the
University Center Information Desk or the Newswire office.
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===BudgP'=-car and
truck rental

XAVIER UNIVE.ltSITY -MINISTRY ·

TUESDAYS
WAKE-UP SPIRITUALITY

WEEKEND SPECIALS -

mid-day retreats
Feb. 21, 28
12:30-1:30 p.m.; Regis Rm.
Videotapes by Fr. Anthony DeMello/brown-bag lunch

WEDNESDAYS
WOMEN'S SPIRITUALITY
Reflections and Discussions
· Feb. 15, 22; Mar. 8
9:00-10:00 p.m.; Loyola House

396-7400
3915 Montgomery Rd.
r---------~
I
I

~~:size

1 topping

$695 I

I pizza.
I Get any 16" or 12" cheese
I pizza with one topping of
I your choice for $6.95.

I

Additional toppings available. Not valid
with any other coupon or offer. Valid
al participating
locations only.Valid
only on Domlnas
•

I
I ~~~~tlzza.
I March 31, 19a9.

II

I
I
I
I

Plymouth Sundance

3 DAY PACKAGE
Sundance, or Similar
Starting from

I
: . 1~6'®!~ .
1Jeffe'~r 1
®

II
L---------..J
® '/"'

©1989 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
Our drivers carry less than $20.00. Limited
deliver~ area. Now accepting appllcatlo-ffs.
ClieCks accepted with proper ID.
-

also

QUEST MEETINGS
7:30-9:00 p.m.; Brockman Chapel

-· · ·

Gas, taxes and optional coverages are additional.
Cars must be returned to renting location.

......................... -

' 7••
_

.....................

;

......

Rental
•• • • • • •

t.".•.• . t.•.• . •.~ . '-.•.•.•-• . •. ~ .•

Mar. 3-5
3rd Annual Conference, Feb. 24-26
Burr Oak State Park

Cae your SearsCharge ~r
c::ard at Seani Car and ....-.H
Truck Rental located - - In most Budget otllces. Car & Truck

·~~·,..

QUEST RETREATS
Ohio Catholic Student Coalition

ARS

a.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Noon-1 p.m.; Loyola House

WEEKEND RETREATS

1283-1166
Budget learures qualily·buill
praducls of Chrysler Motors and
other fine cars.

~->;.l CONVERSATION
OVER SOUP
Feb. 24; Mar. 3, 10

· ~04Q-~

For Information and Reservations

DIVISION OF
CHRYSLER MOIORS

FRIDAYS

:--.~i::--....-~- ·

6 Convenient locations

:

I topping
I
I
I pizza.
I Get any 16" or 12" ch~ese
I
I pizza with one topping of I
I
I your choice for $6.95.
Additional toppings available. Nol valid
I
any other coupon or offer. Valid
I atwithparticipating
I only
locations only. Vall!!
I
an Domino's
•
I Original
Pizza.
•
At.~ ,. I
Expires:
•.
-o.~·
I March
31, 1989.
-pefiV~~ I

............................

Sundance, or Similar
Starting from

.
1I

L-----------'
~~:size $695:

'·

4 DAY PACKAGE

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:
University Ministry, Loyola House

3840 Ledgewood • 745-3567

•. •~ .•.•.•-•."'.•.' . ···:·~ .... "'.•:•.•.•.• •.•.•.• ........·.;11_•........·.,.f,_•. ·~-··.'•,.1>,:1>,.•.:\.'*-~~·~~·~··.··.\.~. . ·.. ~.·.· ... · . •. •...·.·.,' . .' . .~." •.··...... ~ ..,.
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Library open too early, Yecirbook enthusiasts should
closed when needed take lesson in·· practicality

·I am sure many of you have
encountered this scenario. It
was on. a Saturday night, last
semester, when I decided to
stay in and study because I had
· a big biology test and history
paper due on Monday morning.
I was in need of a place to
study. I know how loud my
dorm is on the weekends so I
went to the library with hopes
of getting most of my work
done. I was shocked to see that
it was closed. So I went over
to the. Lodge Learning Lab, but
there I encountered too much
talking. I thought that the
Kuhlman sixth-floor study
lounge would suffice. However,
I found two guys tossing a
football around! I needed a
place to study - like the library.
The McDonald Library on
Xavier's campus is open Fridays
and Saturdays from· 8 a.m.-5
p.m. and 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.~ respectively. How many students,
after a tough week of classes,
.wake up early enough to be at
the library at 8 a.m. on Saturday morning7 A population
count taken by an unbiased
third party, showed that at 8:05
a.m. on.Nov. 19, only one Stu.dent was utilizing the library's
services. At the same time,
there were five paid workers in
the library, four of whom were
students. At 9 a.m. there were
five students and at 10 a.m
there were 30 students.
Of the other 27 Jesuit Universities, there is only one that
closes earlier than Xavier on
Friday night (Regis College); 67
percent of the other Jesuit
schools are open much later
than Xavier. On Saturday
night, 93 percent of the other
(Jesuit colleges are open later
than Xavier. Local colleges
(University of Cincinnati, Miami University, Ohio University
and Ohio Wesleyen) are open
until' at least 9 p.m. on Friday
and Saturday.

A possible solution to this
problem would be to open the
years ago, but since I was here, where to be found, much less
by Kimberly Grote
library later in the mornings,
let me fill you in. During this
available to take ·the phone
editor in chief
leaving the possibility of later
last attempt to organize a year- calls.
hours in the evenings. Supportbook, an editor was selected
Much money was wasted on
When I began writing this
ing this idea, the local colleges
the whole venture. The advisor,
editorial, Student Activities was during the spring of the previwhich have hours comparable
ous year, a staff was organized
who was in charge of both the
considering reinstating The
to Xavier's on Saturday (College Musketeer Annual, Xavier's
at the beginning of the fall seyearbook and the Newswire,
of Mount St. Joseph, . Northern
mester and there was an adviquit within a year partly beyearbook. (See front page, Feb.
Kentucky University and
. sor experienced in yearbook
cause of the hassles involved
.8 issue of The Xavier NewsThomas More College) open no wire, "Jostens proposes 1989
production. And still, somehow with the unfinished yearbook.
earlier than 10 a.m.
it ended in disaster. Deadlines
yearbook revival:') Since that
And more significantly, there
This information, along with
article appeared, however, it has were continually missed all year has not been a yearbook since.
the student body's need for later been decided that no yearbook
long, mostly unbeknownst to
Just a year later, though,
hours, has not been addressed
the advisor. The yearbook
will be produced this year.
some seniors, once again resurby our administration.
which was working in debt
Thus, the fiery editorial I
recting those feelings of sentiI recently met with Paula
was writing opposing a 1988-89 from the previous year fell into
mentality, decided to produce a
Warken, the library director. As yearbook production now seems serious financial straights when
Senior Directory in place of the
explained by Ms. Warken, the
not enough yearbooks were
obsolete. However, since it is
yearbook. Once again, this proproblem is that not enough
purchased to warrant producing ject began only months before
more than likely that a yearpeople are using the library to
them. The yearbook staff .was
book: will be produced next
graduation. One hundred and
keep it open any later than it is year, i think some of my ob5er- forced to undertake a "save the
thirty seniors paid for and
now. She also pointed out that
yearbook~,·~ampaign just to
vations Will be useful to those
posed for photos for the directhe Lodge Learning· Lab is open "!ho .undertake this future venkeep it afloat. Although enough tory. However, it was yet an;..
until 8 p.m. on Friday and Sat- ture.
copies were· then sold; problems other victim of the unfinished
urday. How'ever, the use of the
Believe me, I apt just as nos- still mounted.
syndrome.
Lodge Lab is minimal. It goes
talgic as the next person. And I
Unfortunately, the students
without saying that the Lodge
am certainly not opposed to
and even the university staff
Reality - something
Learning Lab does not house ·
member responsible for the propep rallies, school spirit, fond
the vital and needed resources
that never comes into
ject have since graduated or left
memories, and the like, specifithat are contained in McDonald cally the kind of sentimental
without completing it. Only
of
play
when
a
bunch
Library.
last week was the current direcslop companies like Jostens
students happen to
Members of the student body market. But let's be realistic.
tor of Student Activities inas well as equally concerned
Reality - something that
formed to the status or even
think it would be 'fun'
administrators of the library
the existence of this directory.
never comes into play when a
.to put a yearbook
are, in fact, working towards i
Currently, senate will have to
bunch of sffidents happen to
together.
the same goal. The goal is for
think it wollld be "fun" to put
determine whether to allocate
the library to be beneficial for
a yearbook together.
the funds to complete the direcXavier students. The best way
Later that year, it became ev- · tory and distribute it to some
As someone who has spent
to achieve this goal may be
ident that the staff was no
the past four years working on
130 alumni spread throughout
through adjusting the library
where near completing the
the country.
The Xavier Newswire, I can
hours on weekends.
book. In fact, the editor and
I know I may sound pessivouch for the fact that producIn conclusion, I think the limistic, but the truth is I am
ing a student publication can be most of her staff of seniors
brary should adjust their week- ·anything and everything but
graduated without coming close just being realistic about underend hours to correspond to
to completion. Pages, ads, copy taking such an enormous pro"fun:' It takes .long hours, a
Xavier students' schedules. By
and photos were still missing.
ject. I would very much like to
continuous flow of creativity,
opening later in the morning
In fact, only about 20 of the
see a successful yearbook staff
digging through a pile of red
the library can stay open later
some 100 pages had even been
and product next year, but I
tape, the ability to stay afloat
on those same evenings at no
submitted. What ensued was an think it essential to keep Xavwith a budget that never seems
additional expense.
angry advisor who was stuck
ier's yearbook history in perto cover the expenses, a staff
The library hours here· have
with the whole mess and a cou- spective. A strong staff commitdedicated to the final product,
aggravated many students. As a an advisor willing to spend the
ple unsuspecting Newswire staff ment and an accurate market
senator, I will continue to fight
perso.ns who ended up editing
analysis is necessary to ensure
hours supervising production
for later library hours, but I
success.
and if all that were not enough, and finishing all the yearbook
need the help of the student
It's wonderful to see the ena large amount of students will- copy. That year's yearbook was
body.
never completed. Adding to the thusiasm of those interested in
ing to spend $25 to actually
-by Jeannine Link
disaster was the many angry
resurrecting the yearbook, but
purchase this yearbook you
SGA Senator
calls from graduates demanding unleashed enthusiasm without
worked so hard on. "Fun'' you
their yearbook or their money.
practicality has in the past only
say7 OK, maybe it has its moBut of course, the staff responled to disaster. My advice7
ments. But don't delude yoursible for the blunder were no
Look before you leap.
self.
It's funny how the idea of
publishing a yearbook always
comes up during the second seThe Xavier Newswire is published weekly throughout the school year, except
prompted the ad ban. What is
mester, usually when some senduring vacation and exams, by the students of Xavier University, 3800 Victory
the Newswire afraid of? Why
iors realize they are about to
Pkwy., Cincinnati, Ohio 45207.
not publish factual anti-comgraduate and with a sudden
The statements and opinions of The Xavier Newswire are not necessarily those
munist material? Enlightenment
surge of overwhelming sentiof the student body, faculty or administration of Xavier. Statements and opinions
of columnists do not necessarily reflect those of the editors.
to this menace is vital.
mentality, they make a lastSubscdption rates are $15.00/year within the USA. Subscription inquiries should
It is the duty of the Newsditch effort to start a yearbook
be directed to business manager (513-745-3561). Advertising inquiries will be
to commemorate their college
wire to publish the John Birch
handled by Kent. George, advertising manager (513-745-3607).
years. First of all, if you have
Society ads. Do not be naive,
Entered as third class matter at the U.S. Post Office.under permit number 1275.
Reprinting of articles or cartoons without permission of the author and/or The
ever worked on a yearbook,
and link all anti-communist
Xavier Newswire is strictly prohibited.
you know how difficult it is to
movements with Fascism. Do
Xavier University is an academic community committed to equal opportunity
produce a book begun in Sepnot abdicate your responsibility
for all persons regardless of age, sex, race, religion, handicap or national origin.
tember, much less three months
by denying free speech. Do not
before graduation. Second, who
Editor in chief .. , ........ , ................................. Kimberly Grote
screen us from the truth. It is
News editors . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brian Sullivan, Jennifer Stark
has the time to do anything
our responsibility to be armed
Perspectives editor ....................................... Anthony Kovalik
this time of year 'let alone
with the facts about commuSports editors , .........· ... , ............... Mike Pfiester, David Stubenrauch
spend all waking moments
nism, and take a stand against
Diversions editors .................... , . . . . . . . . . . . Missy Baker, Kent George
working on a yearbook. It's just
it.
Calendar/Special Projects editor .............................. Anita Klausing
Photography editors ........................... Sabra Hayes, Laura Chapnick
To quote Joseph Pulitzer not practical.
Advertising manager ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kent George
"Our republic and its press will
I realize there are few stuBusiness manager .......................................... Kimberly Grote
rise and fall together:'
dents or staff who can recall
Advisor ...... , ............................................ George Gordon
-by Susan McGimsey
the yearbook fiasco of two

Is the Newswire

afraid of anti-communism?
This is in response to and
agreement with David Noll's letter in the Nov. 9, 1988, Newswire regarding the banning of
the John Birch Society ads from
The Xavier Newswire.
I accepted Mr. Noll's challenge to find the facts and the
truth about the John Birch Society. What I learned about the
Society's philosophy is in concurrence with my own. I found
that the Society is not anti-Semitic, anti-Catholic, nor racist.
It is anti-communist, a fact
which Mr. Noll failed to mention.
The Newswire's decision was
indeed hasty, and also unacceptable. I wonder if the Society's views on communism
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EAT AND RUN RELAY

But be sure you're famish~d. 'Cause
you've gotta chow down a tasty Impromptu entree. Pronto! Then whisk
another one down to your teammate for
the handoff. He eats and runs, and on
it goes till the last member cleans his
plate and $OUnds the dinner bell. The
fastest womens team and fastest mens
team wins a week in Florida at Spring
Break.
Think you have the ingredients to
win? Get details and additional registration forms from your intramural director.

HUNGRY ENOUGH
TO WIN A
TRIP TO FLORIDA?
Then grab three teammates with an
appetite for victory. And book over to
Northern Kentucky University on February 25. It's the tastiest new event of
the 0102Winter Games. The Impromptu
Eat 'n' Run Relay. One for guys, one for
gals. Four to a team.

HOT TIMES. HOT FOOD. HOT TRIP.
Registration Deadline: February 15, 1989
Teammates
(1)
(2)
(3) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (4) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

School - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone Number

.

---------

I

I~
~
I ~u
I§
....
:;;!
I
I

MANUFACTURER'S COUPON

SAVE$1

00

when you buy any TWO
of the 10 delicious entrees

NO EXPIRATION DATE
GFC will reimburse you for the face value of this coupon plus St if
submitted in compliance with GFC Redemption Policy C-1 incorporated herein by reference. Valid only if
redeemed by retail distributors of our
merchandise or anyone specifically
authorized by GFC. Cash value 1/20c.
Mail to: General Foods Corporation,
P.O. Box 103, Kankakee, IL 60902.

Jill/>Wll/!~

~

To receive S!'ecial Impromptu announcements, complete
iilformation bllow and recfeem this coupo!l.

~

Name
Address------------City/State/Zip _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

* CONTACT YOUR INTRAMURAL DIRECTOR FOR RELAY RULES AND ADDITIONAL ENTRY FORMS

CONTACT: Chuck Fenton, Xavier University, Intramural Department, 3800 Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207

. .' . .
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Dolley Cohen opens door to past

®

NUIE~

by Paul McCauley
staff reporter

The Dolley Cohen Room in
the O'Connor Sports Center
provides historical surroundings
for the classes held there. While
listening to lectures and taking
notes, students sit amidst representations of several outstanding
achievements in Xavier's athletic
history.
The room contains several
trophy cases filled with awards
for everything from sailing and
boxing to basketball, and yes,
even football. Arguably the
most prestigious victory in Xavier history, was the win for our
football team over Arizona
State in the 1950 Salad Bowl.
The Salad Bowl? That happens
to be the frontrunner of today's
Fiesta Bowl. That year's squad
finished with a 10-1 record including victories over Dayton,
Cincinnati and Miami of Ohio.
If not the Salad Bowl, then
the biggest championship win
by a Xavier team is probably
the men's basketball 1958 National Invitational Tournament
(NIT) Championship. An almost life-size picture of the
team, who defeated Dayton, 7440 in overtime, in the championship game, hangs above one
of the trophy cases. Xavier also
made the NIT in 1957 and 1984
where they lost to the eventual
champions, Bra~ey and Michigan, respectively. Recent success
of the men's basketball program
also offers highly coveted championships. Since joining the
Midwestern City Conference in
1980, now known as the Midwestern Collegiate Conference
(MCC), Xavier has won four
championships, including the
last three.
Above all of the many championship trophies iI1 the Dolly
Cohen Room, 39 portraits of
Xavier's inductees into the Ath-

compiled by Mike Pfiester and
David Stubenrauch
Sports editors

RIFLERY

Laura Chapnick photo

Trophies and other memorabilia spark memories of XU's athletic
history in the Dolley Cohen room at the O'Connor Sports Center.

letic Hall of Fame hang. The
record of the individuals who
make the Hall must be outstanding so that there is no
question as to their qualifying
as an inductee. The athlete
must also have earned a degree
or diploma from Xavier as well
as at least two varsity letters.
Athletes become eligible five
years after they graduate.
Coaches, athletic directors and
trainers who have been employed by XU for at least five
years are also eligible.
Among the first inductees are
Daniel Abramowicz. and Stephen Thomas. Abramowicz,
who holds nearly every pass reception record for Xavier football, graduated in 1967 and
went on to play for the New
Orleans Saints and the San

Francisco 49ers in the National
Football League (NFL). There he
set the record for receptions in
105 consecutive games. The record was not broken until Steve
Largent did so in 1981. Thomas
was a basketball star named to
the Associated Press and United
Press International All-American
in 1964. Thomas scored a
school record 50 points in a
game against Detroit and finished his career with l, 722
points despite a knee injury
which ended his senior year
early.
Other well-known Musketeers
include: Thomas Ballaban (football), James Brockhoff (football), Kathleen Hubbard (swimming), James McCafferty
(basketball coach) and Henry
Stein (basketball).

Spring Break '89
Nassau, Bahamas
From

$299

~:rson

Packages Include:
•
•
•
•

Roundtrip jet flight from major cities
Roundtrip airpon transfers to hotels.
7 nights hotel accomodations.
Welcome drink.
• Three hour cruise with unlimited punch
• Three beach panles(one with free lunch).
• Exclusive free admission to the Palace,
Waterloo and Drunbeat Club.
• All hotel truces, energy surcharges and maid
gmtultes.

For Info Call -

1(800)288-8728
from2-5pm

The Xavier rifle team held a
match this past weekend for the
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Sectional
Qualifier, at the Armory.
As a team, the Muskies shot
a composite score of 6073, a
new school record. This was
the result of another school record of 4553 in the smallbore
and a 1523 in the air rifle. Junior Matt Bykowski continued
the trend of new records by
scoring an 1155 in the smallbore. He added a 378 in the air
rifle. Sophomore Sabrina DiBiagio scored a team record 384
in the air rifle and l138 in the
smallbore. She also qualified
herself for the Junior Olympic
Rifle Championship. She was
also notified that she will be
traveling to Oklahoma City,
Okla. for the US Olympic Festival this July.
Other team scorers include:
freshmen Gina Schoenenberger
(l138 smallbore, 379 air rifle)
and David Schrank (ll22, 379).

BASKETBALL
The men's basketball team
took on the Runnin' Ramblers
of Loyola University and
walked away with a win, 9386. Shooting 67 percent for the
night, it seemed that Xavier
should have beaten Loyola
handHy. But Loyola, playing ·
only five players the whole
night, took 26 more shots than
Xavier including 29 three-pointers to XU's eight. Junior Tyrone Hill led the Muskies with
26 points and a career-high 23
rebounds. Senior Stan Kimbrough added 22 while junior
Derek Strong pumped in 20
points.
Two days later, the Musketeers were given a large dose of
prime-time pressure. With a na-

tional audience watching, Xavier fell to the Wichita State
Wheatshockers, 97-79.
The Lady Musketeers
dropped a 74-69 decision to the
Loyola University Lady Ramblers at the Schmidt Memorial
Fieldhouse Thursday. Junior forward Jennie Schilling hit nine of
12 free throws and led the Lady
Muskies with 21 points.
The Lady Muskies battled the
Detroit Lady Titans and fell
short 67-62 in another close
Midwestern Collegiate Conference (MCC) game at the
Schmidt Memorial Fieldhouse
on Saturday. Senior Kelly Benintendi paced Xavier with 16
points.

ROWING
Several Xavier Crew members participated in the ergometer sprints in Cincinnati and
Elkhart, Ind.
In the indoor event in Cincinnati, freshman Dave
Streicher finished with a time of
S:ll out of 1,500 meters and
captured fiith place. Freshman
Dave Wahoff finished with a
time of 5:24, although the
equipment malfunctioned.
In the women's open event
out of 2,500 meters, junior
Marie Padavick finished in fifth
place with a time of 9:48. In
the men's open, junior Dave
Ahlert finished with ·a time of
8:23 and secured fourth place in
the light-weight division.
At Elkhart, Wahoff finished
with a 9:56 time and grabbed
third place in the 2,500-meter
indoor open. Ahlert finished
with an impressive time of 8:18
and took second place out of
all collegiate oarsmen in the
light weight division.

BIRTHS
Congratulations to Xavier
coach Pete Gillen and wife Virginia who gave birth to redheaded Shannon Gillen, 6 lbs.
12 ounces, Thursday morning.
This is their second child.

1989 x.u.
Summer Progrmns
Abroad Fair
Students and their relatives, and interested persons:
Learn about our programs in Austria, Colombia, England, France, Ireland, Japan and Spain. Come, get
information and talk to students who have participated
in our program.

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1989
ALTER HALL LOBBY
7 :00 • 9:00 P.M.
Information: Romero Center, 745-3712
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1989

excuse me
by [)avid Stubenrauch
Sports editor
Let us just imagine the following: You have a special
talent, let's say, you can
stand on your head as you
whistle ''The Star-Spangled
Banner" with a mouth full of
com flakes, a rare talent indeed.
One day, a Hollywood
scout finds you and gives
you the following proposition. "If you move to Timbuktu and perform your talent every day, sometimes in
front of a crowd, sometimes ·
not, for four years, I will
give you a college degree.
This is assuming that a major production company
doesn't find your talent worthy of the big screen and
steal you away. Remember,
your room, board, meals,
and degree are free, so long
as you practice your talent
religiously and do some
studies toward that degree:'
Sounds terrific, doesn't it?
So many possibilities, all at
no cost to you. Although
this scenario is very farfetched, at many major universities in the United States,
something close to this is going on. Even here at Xavier.
Many football, basketball
and baseball players are get. ting free room and board
along with free tuition while
performing in their specific
athletic:· fields. There is nothing wrong with this, oh no
sir. I think it is the "American Dream" at its best, giving, for the most part, people who could not afford a
college education a chance to
get one. So why is Dave
spen& ~ valuable newspaper
space to tell you this?
It is because of somebody
called George Sage, a professor of physical education and
sociology at the University of
Northern Colorado. He has
proposed that amateur college athletes receive a salary.
Nothing against our fine athletes, but a pay check each
week would be ridiculous. In
essence, they are paid over
$10,000 which goes toward
their tuition and board.
Wouldn't you just love to
make that much money, taxfree, along with all the
fringe benefits that go with
it? The best benefit is the
limelight that begins to glow
wherever you go.
As a Xavier student and
later as an alumnus, you
would be the one footing the
bill. At worst, big colleges
with. more alumni will pump
more money into paying
these athletes and ultimately
"steal" away players from
the small schools. Then
alumni will stop funding the
small schools and their
sports programs will go iri.to
oblivion. NO more Muskie
basketball at the Gardens.
I've said it before and I'll
say it again. A college can
do without athletics, but I
don't think any of us want
to find it out.
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Hotshot· of the week

Team Standings
2-0
2-0
2-0
1-0
1-1
0-1
0-2
0-2
0-2

Monday Men's Open BASKETBALL
The Untouchables
Full Serve
Againt All Odds
Canapy's Killers
Team X
MHA-Men's
Thunder and Lightning
The Nons
Wildcats
· Tuesday Men's Open BASKETBALL

2nd Floor Sacs
Nosebusters
The Bulls
Burnt Toast
The Noise
50 Ways to Git Ya

2-0
Z.,C)

1-1 '
1-1
0-2
0-2

Wednesday Men's 6-Foot and Under BASKETBALL

U Balless Wonder
The Morons
It's Over
Dave's Team
Team X
The Blahg
The Sleepers
Team Femunda

2-0
1-0
1-0
1-0
0-0
0-1
0-2
0-2

Thursday Women's BASKETBALL

"X"-it
Rock Em Sock Ems
Boomer-angs
The Crew
Hot Thangs #3
MHA-Women's

2-0
2-0
2-0
0-2
0-2
0-2

Dave Ahlert

Thursday Men's 6-Foot and Under BASKETBALL

2nd Floor Sacs
Park Lane Johnny and The Jukes
Protect Yourself
50 Ways to Git Ya

2-0
1-1
1-1
0-2

Sports: ROWING and
BOXING
Year: junior
Hometown: Cincinnati

WALLYBALL
U Balless Wonder
Artificial Limbs
The Goobs
The Crew
50 Ways to Git Ya

2-0
1-1
1-1
0-1
0-1

As team captain of Xavier crew, junior Dave Ahlert captured second place in the Elkhart, Ind. Ergometer Sprints
Championship Sunday with an impressive time of 8:18 in the
2,500 meter light-weight division.
In fact, he missed qualifying for the International Championships in Boston by only eight seconds. Moreover, Ahlert is
ranked in the top 40 in the world for the best times recorded
in the light-weight division. According to Ahlert, most oarsmen ranked in the top 100 average nearly seven years of
training. Yet, in only his second year of training, Ahlert is
just 23 seconds away from tying the. world ~ord time of
7:57 in ergometer sprints competition at the light-weight division.
Ahlert also competes in boxing although he is concentrating in the sport of rowing this year. He finished second in
the Midwest regionals last year in the middle-weight division.
He collected a 2-0 record with technical knockouts against
opponents from Cincinnati and Miami.
As a natural science major, Ahlert's goal is to become a
strength and conditioning coach for athletes in a variety of
sports.

Tuesday Power VOLLEYBALL
U Balless Wonder
Chris's Team
Three Way
50 Ways to Git Ya
Spikers
Tuesday Co-rec VOLLEYBALL
U Balless Wonder
Killer Bees
The Mob
The Crew
MHA-Ball Bangers
SNAFU
50 Ways to Git Ya
Stuck Together

2-0
1-0
0-2
0-2
0-2
2-0
1-0
1-0
1-1
1-1
1-1
0-2
0-2

Sugar 'n' Spice

Positions: light-weight and
middle-weight
Height: 5 '8 •
Weight: 160 lbs.

Restaurant

OPEN EVERY DAY 7 A.M. - 3 P.M.
Daily Luncheon Specials
Including Vegetables
Nationally known for its wispy thin pancakes,
fluffy three-egg omelettes, creative sandwiches,
homemade cheesecake,
and much, much more!

Lass Than 15 Minutes from Xavier
Authentic Muskie Wear and Other Great· Merchandise Including:
•
•
•
•
•

• Wastebaskets
·•
• Coaches Shirts
•
• Shot Glasses
•
• Clip-On's
. •
• Pens
•
• Authentic Game Jerseys
r-:'1..!Jt!!WOOD AVL _ _MT. LOOKOUT~

1

Cincinnati Magazine's 1984 Best Breakfast Award.
. Minutes fron'i Xavier University, Reasonable prices!

[

_. _

·

871~1~

$ I

Receive
10% OFF
Any Purchase

'
1

.[

$ with this coupon
1·
~ - - - - - - - . - - - - - _$_J

1

242·3521

Magnets
Boxer Shorts
Sweaters
T-Shirts
Umbrellas

$

1
4381 Reading Rd. (between Tennessee Ave. & Victory 'Parkway
·
Across from Natorp's

Starter Jackets
Caps
Pennants
Posters
Mugs and Steins

DIVERSIONS
Page~
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Just when you thought it was safe to go back to TV

Live ·from XU
Access in Cincinnati and Storer
Cable in Northern Kentucky,
was created last semester by
Gary Templeton, producer I engiThe next time you are sitting
around pretending your remote . neer for the Xavier TV Center.
control is a phaser and your
With a crew of more than 45
television is a Klingon warrior,
students,
Templeton, who creset your phaser on stun and go
ated a similar show in Dayton,
to red alert, because the next
sees "Brand X". as a valuable
message across the hailing fresource of experience for stuquency :mig]:tt be "live from
dents. The students involved
XU, it's Brand X video!"
are used in many different capacities, thus offering everyone
After many hours of plana well-balanced diet of experining, filming began Friday for
ence.
the first installment of "Brand
Unlike most video shows on
X Videos;' a program produced
the air, "Brand X" will feature a
exclusively by Xavier students.
combination of alternative and
The finished prOduct will air
Friday at 11:30 p.m. on Warner. quasi-pop videos. This deviation from the norm could proAccess channel 7.
vide the show with a large,
1Jtis 2-hour video program,
which will air on Warner Cable broad-based group of viewers,

by Kent George
Diversions editor

it's Brand X Videos
clips to be included are not
the major record labels includwhat you might normally deing: Polygram, Virgin, l.R.S,
scribe as pop. For example, Los Elektra and Island. ''Normally
Lobos has the honor of being
getting this type of support out
the first band to grace the
of the record labels would be a
"Brand X" set. Other performlittle more difficult than it has
ers to watch for are: R.E.M.,
been," Templeton said. "But beCandi, Depeche Mode and
cause of the show in Dayton, I
Bobby Mcferrin.
.
was familiar with most of the
A variety of videos is not the .people, so fortunately things
only spice in store for "Brand
went a lot smoother:'
X" viewers. Each show will feature eight VJs. Teamed in pairs,
"Brand X Videos" can be
the duos will each host one
seen three times a week, with
half-hour segment per show.
the newest episode appearing
Additionally, there are two sets
each Friday. Warner Cable will
of on-air personalities, a priair the show on channel 7, Frimary set and a secondary set.
days 9:30-11:30 p.m., Sundays
Look for certain pairs to appear 4-6 p.m. and Wednesdays 10
every other week, while some
a.m.-noon. Storer Cable will air
will only appear monthly.. ·
the show on channel B-16 on
"Brand X" will also benefit
Fridays 8-10 p.m. and Wednesfrom the support of most of
. days 2:30-4:30 p.m.

in spite of the relatively small
audience that normally tunes
into public access.
Although his first concern is
building initial awareness, Templeton feels once "Brand X" is
established it has the potential
to become a "cult classic"· due
to the void that exists in video
programs today.

"Our program isn't going to
run all of the stuff that's in
heavy rotation on MTY. Our
goal is to be as fresh and ne"W
as po~ible;' Templeton explained. ''You may see one or
two videos two weeks in a row,
but no more. Each show is going to be different:'
Mosf of the videos slated for
the first show fall into the niche
Templeton described. The pop

Dynamic duo delivers a
double dose of laughter
by Kent George

Diversions editor

As the house lights go down,
a soft blue light' casts a shadow
on the backdrop. There those
two noble souls sit, each of
them knowing the minute the
little red light comes on, their
life, or what will be left ofit,
hangs in the balance. Then for
no apparent reason, the set develops a case of multiple personalities. One voice shouts
out,"Ready camera one:' Another rings out,"Check one,
check two:' Suddenly, some
voice from across the room jokingly asks, "Did anyone load the
film?"
Then a booming voice from
the control booth shouts, "15

seconds ... 10 ... 5. :4 . . 3 .. 2 .. 1
roll camera one/" As the film
begins to roll, all eyes are focused on two young men ·seated
in what looks like a cross between Beaver Cleaver's kitchen
and PeeWee's playhouse.
Andy Goetz, our bow tieclad ambassador of video frolics, welcomes us to the very
first edition of "Brand X Videos:' His cohort in crime, as
he so aptly puts it, is Bobby
Hawk.
The pair overcomes the intial
butterflies that flutter about,
while setting the record for the
number of ways you can introduce a "brand new" show. The
duo handles the introduction of
a Los .Lobos video without
.. a

We surrived Spring Break '88
''Huni.can.e Gilbert'' was just
another Party Animal.

major incidenl and then relax
as the dip rolls.
According to Executive Producer Gary Templeton, Goetz
and Hawk are the best VJs involved with "Brand X:' "I like
for most of the other on-air
people to prepare more for their
segments, Bobby [Hawk] and
Andy [Goetz] are comfortable
in front of the camera, they
don't really need to prepare." .
According to Goetz, "Brand
X" is great for people who have
lost interest in MTY. 'We're like
a cooler MTY. We want to be
the way MTV used to be when
it was on the cutting edge. You
know, before the 12 year-olds
took over and started chanting,
'Iron Maiden, Iron Maiden' all
of the time:'
Hawk agrees, adding, 'We
can do basically what we want,
what we think is right. We're
not tied into the business end
of anything:'
.

.CANCUN

READY FOR YOU IN '89!
A Complete Vacation Week Starts At

Only

$4191
ACAPULCO & NASSAU Vacations too!

Call John Bevis for more info at
(513) 281-2366
MONACO INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL
Celebrating Spring Break Affordably!

Landscaping/
Grounds Crews
Property Management
Company in need of hardworking, dependable individuals to fill a limited number of full-time summer positions beginning in May.
Hiring immediately. Ideal
for students. Apply In person at:
Park Lane Apartments
4201 Victory Pkwy
to the Manager's office
Thurs. & Fri.
1:00-5:00 p.m.
'

y
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• ..........
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~

•

Sabra Hayes photo

Brand X Video 'Executive Producer Gary Templeton double checks
equipment prior to taping the premiere episode.

'·.

CRUISE SH. IP
JOBS!
~
Call now!
~
1-206-736-7000
ext. 120C

•

~

•

~ •.

'

'

(Call refundable)
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Unlocking the mystery

Supernatural light shines despite the occult's darker side
by Molly Donnellon
How often do you read your
horoscope? Have you ever
bought someone a ring with
their birthstone in it? Have you
ever had a dream that you later
interpreted to have symbolic
meaning? Don't worry if you
answered "yes" to these questions, you haven't been doomed
to firey pits of hell, yet. Supposing you did answer yes to
one or all of them, you need to
be told that you are tampering
with the occult.
Many view the occult as the
worshipping of Satan, black
magic, and witches; this is only
a small part of it. The occult is
a very broad term and sometimes brings offense to those
who study only certain aspects
of it. For example, is it fair to
say that someone who meditates is an occultist? Yes, it is a
fair statement since meditation
is one of the many things categorized under this broad term.
Unfortunately though, when
someone has been tagged as an
occultist, others automatically
·assume that said occultist is involved with the darker sides of
it. Such things as dream interpretation, astrology, divination,
magical healing, UFOs, hypnosis .and Satanism are all a part
of the occult.
The word occult comes from

· .

the Latin word .~,pi:;culere' which
means hidden, 4pncealed or secret. During the "19th century
the term was coined by French
seminarian Alphonse-Louise
Constant who created the vogue
'
of occultism. He read many
books on the topic and eventually wrote three books between
the years 1856-1861. Alphonse
was initiated into a number of
secret societies such as the Freemasons and the Rosicrucians
both in France and England
and both having a link to the
occult.

This new understal'lding
cleared up some but ·n.ot all
misconceptions. Many associate
the occult with cults. Although,
they share some common bond,
the better questioning parallel
would be to associate cults to
religion. According to Angus
Hall, author of the Strange
Cults volume in The New Library of The Supernatural,
''Most cults promise the initiate
a fuller life. By studyirlg the
cult's teaching and participating
in its rituals, the person can
transcend the mechanical mun-

dane life he normally leads and
link up with some source of
power:'
Cults and religions, although
alike, do have certain differences. For example, to regard
the Hell's Angels as a religion is
a mistake, but they are no
doubt a cult, whereas the followers of Jesus could be considered a cult with religious intent.
The fine line lies between the
individual and the god, With
cults, the individual is bettered
through his own experience; re-

li8ions suscribe to a belief in a
Supreme Being or supernatural
beings.
As we now enter the 19905
(by .the way, we're still in the
age of Aquarius; these eras
change every two thousand
years) we are still faced with
many questions about th~ occult, questions that may or may
not eyer be answered. If they
were answered, however, the
study of the occult would no
longer exist, for it is the secrecy
and mystery which makes it the
occult.

p

When we entered the current
astrological era, the age of
Aquarius, occultism was at a
high point. In the '60s, American families ditched their Monopoly board games for the
mystifying Ouija board. It was
reported that by. the year. 1967
10 million boards; had been sold
bringing in $50 million in sales
and assuring that at least 20
million Americans had played
with them. Later/on both
coasts of the U.S., occult bookstores and boutiques were opening which sold such "mystic
merchandise" as cards, posters,
zodiacal stationary, acrylic desk
accessories, contemplation lights
and birthstones. Though this
may have been considered a
~- fad,• it no ·doubt brought many
to a new understanding of the
occult.

Tesla's Radio rocks once more
by Kent George
Diversions editor
As the 20th century· began,
Tesla, a scientist, made history ·
when he electrified America by
discovering alternating current.
A short time later he made history again as the Supreme
Court resolved the "Great Radio Controversy" in his favor
by naming him the true father
of radio.
As the 20th century begins to
wind down, a new Tesla is
electrifying America. This Tesla
can also claim /victory, since its
version of The Great Radio
Controversy is expected to de-

"It's your move."

You're ambitious, you're educated, and you're ready lo make an Important career decision. Your first move could
determine the success of your entire career strategy.
Therefore, you want to choose a solid company that offers the right opportunities.
K mart Apparel COrp. Is seeking a large number of management trainees right now. People • like you -who want lo
work as apparel managers, a responslbility that can lead you lo important buying, merchandising or distribution
positions In the exciting apparel industry. People with diversified backgrounds who have the foresight and competence to make the right moves.
As a member of K mart Apparel's management team, you'll move up as far as your skills can carry you - we're lirm
believers In the "promote-from-within" philosophy.
II you would like to play a part in the exciting world of fashion apparel - with a growth-oriented company· write or
phone us at the K mart office !Isled below or contact the Apparel District Manager who regularly recruits at your
college or university. Ifs your move. K mart Apparel Corp. Midwest Region: 2300 B West Higgins Road Hoffman
·
Estates, IL 60195 (312) 884·3880.

but on Billboard Magazine's
Hot, 100 as high as number 85.
This Sacr.amento-based band
whose 1986 debut album, Mechanical Resonance went gold,
is actually named after Nikola
Tesla, the scientist. Many parallels can be drawn between the
scientist and the band, but if
the group continues on its current path poor old Nikola will
be upstaged again.
Tesla is a band on the verge
of a major breakthrough. Guitarist Frank Hannon feels they
have another year before they
will be ready to headline on a
regular basis. 'We've got
enough material;' Hannon said,
"but for now we're happy opening up for other bands:'
One of the interesting features of Tesla's music is their
use of two lead guitarists. Hannon, who shares the lead with
c

Interviewing Now
for
Junior Executives
1991 grads, all majors. Starting salary $21, 000 + to
$35,000+ in only 4 years.
Paid dental, medical, 30 days
vacation and more. Excellent
promotions. Applications accepted only until March 15th.
AFROTC 556-2239

Tommy Skeoch, feels the difference in style accounts for the
contrasting moods you find in
the band's music. "I'm more
into the notes and· melodies and
he's into the. gutsy riffs, Hannon said.
A perfect example of Hannon's melodic stylings can be
heard at the beginning of the
tune Love Song. Achieving almost a Camelotish-sound, Hannon said it actually developed
out of another riff he was toying with one evening at home.
Much of Tesla's success stems
&om the attitude they have to-·
ward the music and the business as a whole. The other
members of the band: bassist
Brian Wheat, drummer Troy
Luccketta and lead singer Jeff
Keith agree that coming from
Sacramento has kept them from
falling into some contrived image.
As Hannon said, 'We're .not
really trying to be any~ we
aren't. Our music is classified as
heavy metal mainly because
our sound is really powerful,
the gtiitars aren't syrupy. As a
band though I think we're more
earthy than other bands. We
aren't as packaged:'
Tesla will be in Cincinnati at
Riverfront Coliseum, Monday,
Feb. 20 as the opening band for
Poison.

XAVIER UNIVERSITY
1989 SUMMER STUDY ABROAD
AUSTRIA
COLOMBIA

ENGLAND
FRANCE
IRELAND
JAPAN
SPAIN
Humanities, Business, Social Science courses and other
fields taught in English. Modem Languages.

FOR INFORMATION:

111/C.

mar"t

APPAREL CORP.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ON CAMPUS VISIT FEBRUARY 20

Xavier University, Romero Center,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207
Telephone 800-745-3712
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Cloud 9' questions sexual norms, intertwines characters
,rian Africa threatened by the
restlessness of the native tribes.
·Clive, her majesty's loyal servant, lusts after his overspirited
widowed neighbor while at the
same time, reprimands his wife
Betty (played by a man) for
showing interest in their house
guest Harry Bagley. Harry tries
to conceal his homosexuality
through marriage to the family
nanny Ellen who consents only
because Betty refuses Ellen's expression of love for her. Edward
(played by a woman), Clive
and Betty's son, hides to play
with dolls and is the victim of
Harry's molestations. Victoria,
Clive and Betty's daughter, is

by Kerry Cronin
staff reporter

The more things change, the .
more things stay the same and
nothing is as it seems. In Caryl
Churchill's play "Cloud 9;• family relationships, sexual roles
and social conventions follow
patterns of repetition which
cause both men and women to
suffer. By conforming to the
'unnatural norms, the characters'
personalities and feelings become warped and personal
identities confused.
The first act is set in the
mid-1800's in a distinctly Victo-

fi1

played by a doll.
The second act, also full of
unnatural relationships,, _is set in

The manner in which
'Cloud 9' is performed
may shock your system
and leave you gasping
for air.
a London park 100 years later;
yet the characters have only
aged 25 years. Although the

This is a play whiclt · must be
characters have aged, their
seen and thought about and
sense of iden~~ty remains con·.then perhaps sense can be made
fused. When Edward and his
of it. If you venture out and
lover Gerry:.break up, Edward
finds comfoif in his sister Victo- ijtake the climb atop Mt. Adams to witness this often very
ria and her lesbian lover Lin.
amusing spoof of family and
The three move into a flat tosexual relationships, beware!
gether and share the same bed.
The manner in which "Cloud 9"
Edward stays home and takes
is performed may shock your
care of the two women's chilsystem and leave you gasping
dren while they work to supfor air.
port them. Betty leaves Clive
"Cloud 9" can be seen at the
and in a state of loneliness tries
Cincinnati Playhouse in the
to pick up Edward's old homoPark through Feb. 26. Ticket
sexual partner Gerry. Even out
prices range from $15 to $20.
of the darkness of Africa and
into the enlightened London set- For ticket reservations and more
information, call the Playhouse
ting, nothing has changed and
identies remain confused.
box office at 421-3888.

TIME IS

RUNNING

OUT ••••
IS YOUR RESUME READY?

THE UNFAIR ADVANTAGE
Resume Designers
984-3357
--

Get a Peace
of the Action
Save the whales.
No nukes.
Ban the bum.
Learn about
environmental issues,
work for environmental
rights~ and earn money
(it beats flipping
burgers!).
Greenpeace Actions
Cincinnati Office
is now filling canvass
positions. Full-time and
:(lexible part-time
schedules available.
281-4242

This

Off Campus
Housing

Spring Break,
go Greyhound®
instead.

• Walk to campus

For just $49. 50 each way,
you and your friends can
afford to pile on Greyhound.
Whether it's the beach, the
slopes or your hometown,
going Greyhound won't
cramp your style.

• Free heat
•Cable

!t9QQ

• Parking
$245.00 and up

each way based on round-trip purchase.

Oxford Apts
1005 Dana Ave.
Call Rolando at
221-6754

Must present valid college l.D. card upon purchase. No other discounts apply. Tickets are nontransferable and good only fortravel on Greyhound
and other participating carriers. Offer limned. Greyhound also offers low Money Saver fares. Some restrictions apply. Spring Break fare available
·
2/1/89 through 4/30/89 and is subject to change without notice.© 1989 Greyhound Lines, Inc.
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Sea.tile

$99 roundtrip

$99 roundtrip

Phoenix
· $99 round/rip .

Denver

Chicago
$99 roundtrip

Boston
$99 roundtrip

San Prancisro
$99 round/rip

Los Angeles
$99 round/rip

New York City

$99 roundtrip

RJrt Lauderdale

$99 round/rip

$99 rolllldtrip aitf3res·on Nbrthwest Airlines.
Aspec_ial offer for students, only for Atfiencan Express Cardmembers.

If you want to go places, it's time for the American
Express® Card.
Because now you can take advantage of new travel ·
privileges on Northwest Airlines onlyfor full-time
students who carry the American Express Card
Travel privileges that offer:
®~
'JWo $99 roundtrip tickets-fly to .any of
NORTl-IWEST the more than 180 cities served by NorthAl RLl NES west in th~ contiguous 48 United .states.
LOOK TO us
Only one ticket may be used per sixmonth period.
SpecialQuarterly Northu:est Destination Disrounts
throughout 1989-up to 25% off the lowest available fare.
5,000 bonus miles in Northwest's WORLDPERKS®
free travel program-where only 20,000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada.

And, of course, you'll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal serviceryou would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
must be a Cardmember, you must be a full-time student, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card.*
Getting the Card is easier than ~ver because now
you can apply by phone. Just call 1-800-942-AMEX.
We'll take your application and begin to process it
right away. What's more, with our Automatic
Approval offers,
you can qualify now
while you' re still in
school.
Apply now. Fly later
-for less.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX

.II=
..An American e.presscompany

'Some re•lrktions may apply. Foc complcteoffer dclalb, call i-800-94?-AMEX. CUrrenl filUdent CUrdmemh<• aulomaUcally
© 1989 American Express Travel Related Seivices Company, Inc.

'°"'"

iWo 199 .ouch"' in the mall.

.
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.. __ ..... ................................... '
_
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All announcememts must be
sent to The Xavier Newswire
office in Brockman Hall by Friday at 3 p.m. Please direct all
mail to Anita Klausing, editor,
Calendar I Special Projects.
Also include name and phone
number.

February
Today is the registration deadline for the
second annual ''D.C.
Dive" sponsored by Programs
in Peace and Justice. This
week-long program, March 1523, is an opportunity to gain
first-hand exposure to human
service, government, public policy and citizen action agencies.
Cost is $120 per person which·
includes transportation, lodging
and some meals. Participation is
limited and a one-hour orientation session is required. For
more information, call the Dorothy Day House at 745-3046.

15

Amnesty International
and the Black Student
Association will '
sponsor a video and discussion
on South Africa at 6:30 p.m.
in Kelley Auditorium.

15

Students for Life, a
· student pro-life organization, will hold a
general organizational meeting
at 6 p.m. in Alumni Hall
Room 103.

15

The League of Women
yoters an~ Sane/Freeze
is sponsonng a Campaign for a Safer World: The
Lessons of Fernald. The program is at 7 p.m. at the Mt.
Auburn Presbyterian Church
and is free. For more information, please call 751-4555 or
281-8683.

16

Xavier's chapter of
Amnesty International
will meet today and
every Friday at 2 p.m. at the
Dorothy Day House. For more
information, please contact Shazia Hanif at 745~3210.

17

Winter Holiday-No
classes! 111

17
ls-19

An. International
Recruiting
Job Fair will be held at The
Ohio State University. For more
information, contact .George
Gordon in Career Planning and
Placement, or call 745-3141.
Prospective black students are invited to
learn more about Xavier at the "Black Student Visitation Day;' 1-5 p.m., in the College of Business Administration
(CBA) building. For further information, contact Celestine W.
Goodloe at 745-3163.

19

0ur own dribbling
Muskies take on Detroit at the Cincinnati
Gardens tonight at 8:05. Corrie
and support the Muskies!

20

The Student Government Association
The Jesuit Catholic
(SGA) will sponsor
Committee
of Student
Leadership Opportunities Day
Development is sponto provide information about
available leadership positions on . soring On-Campus Interviews
to determine how Xavier's being
campus. The first part of the
program will be information ta- Jesuit and Catholic affects students. For more information,
bles in the University Center
contact
the Dorothy Day House
lobby, 11 a.m.-2 p.m. Part two
at
745-3046.
of the program is a presentation and question/ answer sessic:>n in the University Center
Hearth Room from 8 to 9 p.m.

15

ls

A video and discussion session of "Generations of Resistance;' a
historical overview of South
America, will be cosponsored
by Amnesty International and
the Black Student Association
(BSA), at 6:30 p.m. in Kelley
Auditorium. All are welcome to
attend. For more information,
please contact Kendra Moulton
at 281-7381.
Student Activities
Council (SAC) is sponsoring a Stress Management Seminar with Dr. Dan
Hart, 3-4 p.m., in the Terrace
Room. The seminar is free and
open to all students, fa~ty _
and staff.

15

The Marketing Club is
proud to present
Kenny Anderson, and
his lecture on Sports Marketing.
The lecture is at 8:30 in the
Terrace Room. For more information, please contact Amy
Kennedy at 351.-2967 or 983• . . .469.4. ....... ..

16
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Miscellaneous

ACA support group
The support group for adult
children of alcoholics (ACA)
will resume on Thursdays 3:30
to 4:30 p.m. in the 2nd floor
Kuhlman chapel. Anyone interested in forming a support .
group for people recovering
from an eating disorder or who
has any other ideas for support
groups, please contact Lissa
Knue at the Health and Counseling Center or call 745-3022.

Scholarships available
Applications are now being
accepted for the O'Connor
Scholarship, which will be
awarded to a full-time. student
now in their junior year and
will cover the cost of tuition
for the recipient's senior year,
and the Savage Scholarship,
which will be awarded to two
full-time students presently in
their sophomore or junior year
and will be worth $2,500 each.
Applications for these scholarships are made only through
academic departments. Application deadline is Feb. 27, 1989.
For further information, students should consult the main
bulletin board in the lobby of
Alter Hall, the chairperson of
their major department, or Fr.
Kennealy.

Anyone for chess?
If anyone is interested in
starting up a Chess Club,
please contact Fabo Hurtado at
891-4497 after 4 p.m. for more
information.

Do You Want More?
The Office of Admissions is
currently accepting applications
for two co-director positions of
the Muskies Own Recruitment
Effort (MORE) for the 1989-90
academic year. The primary responsibility of a MORE co-director is to contribute to tb
achievement of the enrollment
goals of Xavier. ·Applicants
must be full-time undergraduate
students and have· a· great deal
of knowledge about the campus. Past experience as a tour
guide, Admissions student
worker or a member of the
Board of Ambassadors is preferred. Applications are available at the University Center Information Desk and the
Admissions Office.

Alcoholics Anonymous
meeting
Xavier's Alcoholics Anonymeets every Tuesday at
12:30 p.m. in the Ohio Room
in the University Center. All are
welcometo attend this Big
Book beginners' meeting.
mo~s

Entries will be accepted until
midnight on Friday, Feb. 17. For
more information or contest requirements, contact: Writing
Contest, Confernece of Cincinnati Women, c/ o T. Bloomer,
1804 Mears Avenue #2, Cincinnati, Ohio 45230.

For Your Information

Application materials are
available at the Information
Desk and at all Leadership Opportunity Day activities for the
position of Student Director,
·
Manresa/Orientation 1989-90. A
Math tutoring moved
position description and requireThe Math Tutoring Lab has
ments for eligibility are included
been moved to a new location
in the application packets. For
in Hinkle Hall (Rm. 116).
more information, please conHours for the spring semester
tact Sally Watson in Student
are listed on the door. Tutoring
Development 745-3204. Applicais free to XU students, and no
tion deadline is Friday, Feb. 24.
appointment is necessary. For
more information, please conArt Exhibit Features
tact Ann Dinkheller at 745Canvas Sculptures
2016.
Maureen Pleak Breen is exhibiting her work at the Xavier
Volunteer opportunities
Art Galleries in the A. B.
Volunteer at. Peaslee HomeCohen Center at Xavier Univerwork Room, Mondays through
sity through Feb. 17.
Thursdays, 2~4:30 p.m.; at
RESTOC to rehabilitate housing
downtown, Saturdays, 9 a.m.12:30 p.m.; or at the St. Francis Seraph Soup Kitchen, Mondays or Fridays, 4.,.6:30 p.m.
For more information regarding
these volunteer programs or
others, call the Dorothy Day
House at 745-3046.

Village Accommodations
Applications for Xavier Village will be available at the Office of Residence Life, Feb. 2024.

Express yourself

The Conference of Cincinnati
Women, a coalition of more
than SO non-profit organizations
committed to recognizing the
diversity of women and their
accomplishments, is sponsoring
Wake-up spirituality
a contest open to all women
University Ministry is sponwriters. Entries of both poetry
soring 'Wake-up Spirituality"
and short fiction will be considbrown-bag lunch mid-day reered with prizes of $75, $50
treats, 12:30-1:30 p.m., on Feb.
and $25 offered in each cate21 and 28, in the Regis Room
gory. Work submitted for the
of the University Center. The . contest should be about women
retreats will feature videotapes · or a woman's point of view.

PIZZA

You won't notice
any difference,
butyour country will.
The five minutes you
spend registering with
Selective Service at the post
9ffice won't change you.
But it will make a difference
to your country. So when
you turn 18, register with
Selective Service. It's quick.
It's easy. And it's the law.
Apublic service message of this
publication and Selective Service System.

I CA.LL
YOUCA.LL

PIZZA

WE'LL ALL CALL
AND HAVE A BALL

Food for thought
If you hunger for food for
body and soul, University Ministry will sponsor Conversation
over Pizza, every Thursday
during Lent, 7:30-9:30 p.m. and
Conversation over Soup, every
Friday during Lent at the Loyola House, 3840 Ledgewood.
Both programs are an opportunity for discussion about issues
of faith, belief, God· and community. For more information,
call University Ministry at 7453567.
.

by Fr. Anthony,.OeMello and
allow time for discussion as
well as lunch. For more information, call University Ministry
at 745-3567.

AT THE

Alumni Fund Telethon's
Campus Club Challenge
Feb. 26 - Mar. 1
Is your Club up to the Challenge?
PIZZA

CALL: Judie List, 745-3082 for details.

PIZZA

